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A'Changsn
by J. Wesley Baker, Ph.D.
Professor of Communication Arts

e're on the verge of
a major change in
the media. You can
see hints of it in
Vice President
Gore's promotion_ of
..,
,
a national "information superhighway;'
in the ads touting the features of
"multimedia" computers, and in the
announcements of mergers or joint
ventures between telecommunications
and computer companies. Hang on,
there's more to come! Within the next
12 to 18 months the first 150-channel
cable system will be test marketed, a
new Direct Broadcast Satellite service
will be on the air, and the Federal
Communications Commission will be
announcing a new Advanced
Television(ATV)system which will
replace your current set with something
which looks more like a movie screen.
For those of us who are parents still
struggling to deal with network
television, the pace at which new
information sources are coming into the
home can be overwhelming. It's hard
enough to set limits on the five overthe-air television stations we receive or
the 30 cable channels to which we
subscribe. How can we keep track of
the programs our children are watching
on 150 channel TVs,the increasingly
realistic interactive games they are
playing on multimedia systems, and the
services they are accessing through
computer networks? Although little
research has been done on the effects of
all these media, some of the
suggestions on dealing with television
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are app4cab to th new media, as well.
Limit the am• nt o ime spent with the
medhg. Wh ther 's s nt in the passive
*win tele .sion an oduce or the
invdlvin ,inte ctiv y of e new media,
there•can be au of i es'nt in the
"virtual, reality" s the mal screen. Not
only can this ake ime way rom other
more importa t act viti ,it c n also
increase our is lati frdm th "real
people" ardund s. tur media se needs to
be evaluated fol owl g the bibl cal
injunction to be "redeeming the time"
(Eph. 516, Col. 4:5).
Watch the content actively, seeking out
the implicit messages. Ask yourself what is
really being said in the media content—
whether a television program or a video
game—and attempt to respond from a
biblical perspective. Take the time to
consult the various guides to videos for
rent, for example, to pick productions
which present elements of truth. Sources
such as Ted Baehr's The Christian Family
Guide to Movies & Video not only review
the plots and messages of a large number
of movies on videotape, but also provide
essays intended to help you become a
critical viewer of the visual media.
Participate with your children. One of
the most important research findings of

interest to parents is the
discovery that any bad influence
the media may have can be
blunted by parents—when they
take time to participate with the
child. That means you should
spend time with your children
as they use the media to be able
to reinforce any good lessons
taught and to counteract any
negative messages.
Organize activities to replace
the media, emphasizingfamily
interaction. One writer suggests
an "equal time rule"—for every
half-hour of media use, equal
time must be spent in another
activity. That time should
include reading together. As our
culture becomes increasingly visual, it is
important to maintain an emphasis on the
written word.
All of this means work on your part. But it
will be worth the effort if it serves as a
springboard for discussions which go to the
very heart of our Christian values. Even in
the midst of rapid change, those values
provide us with the stability we need.

Alumni In

MEDIA I

Student Contact With Alumni
Provides Career Connections

Broadcasting In
The Forefront

lumni continue to give their time and talents
to Cedarville College through assisting current
graduates as they begin their careers. The
Department of Communication Ads has
utilized this benefit from alumni in a fantastic
way.
The annual Gospel Music Association Conference is often
the first contact made between students and alumni. The
students also have the opportunity to chat one-on-one with ,
alumni through key coursework such as the Broadcast
Advertising and Sales class led by Professor Jim
Leightenheimer '80. The Broadcast Student-Industry Seminar
held every other year by the department invites a panel of
alumni to campus for the day to interact with current
broadcasting majors. This is a great way for broadcasting
majors to get direction and focus in the media relations fiel
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David Samuel '86 is the
recording services
manager. He previously
worked for CDR Radio
Network at Cedarville
College from 1986 to 1990.

Jim Houser '91 is currently the editor for the
daily broadcast. Jim also hosts The Power
Magazine, a weekly-syndicated music program
aired on 66 stations across the country for the
Word in Music Network. Lara McGovern '92 is
a teleservices assistant, Both Jim and Lara
moved to Colorado Springs upon graduation to
take on their respective duties with the
organization.
Dave, Jim, and Lara were thrilled as Focus on
the Family dedicated its new administrative
building and distribution center on September
25, 1993.
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Paul Gathany '63
he CDR Radio Network began
(left), general
broadcasting in Columbus, Ohio on
manager of CDR
October 25, 1993. The new translator,
Radio Network,
broadcasting at 88.1 FM,is one of five
looks on as Dr.
CDR Radio Network stations.
Paul Dixon flips the
Approximately 1.3 million people in central Ohio are switch.
within the broadcast range of the Columbus signal.
The CDR Radio Network is a 24-hour, broadcast
ministry of Cedarville College, featuring inspirational
Christian music, Bible teaching programs, and up-todate news and information. The non-commercial
ministry is supported by listeners and program
underwriters. To obtain a program schedule or other
information, call CDR at 1-800-333-0601.
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Presenting Your Alumni Council!

Pictured, left to right, are De Maurice
Smith '85, Bob Foreman '77, Jane
Adams Smith '84, Mike Hamilton '68,
Stefanie Pratt Wimmer '85, Yvonna
Cope McGhee '73, Sherri Rotramel
Bouquet '87, and Dan Hicks '78. Not
pictured: Angela Cooke '84
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he purpose of the Alumni Association shall be the promotion of
the interests of Cedarville College and the provision of Christian
fellowship, information, education, and service opportunities to
the glory of God."
Sherrr Rotramel Bouquet'87 and her husband, John, live in
Ashland, Ohio, where John is the pastor of Bethel Baptist Church. Sherry
brings her expertise in human resources, survey instrumentation, and total
quality management to the Alumni Council. Sherry has already hosted an
alumni gathering in conjunction with a Cedarville College basketball game in
her hometown of Ashland, Ohio. Approximately 35 alumni and family
members attended to cheer on the Yellow Jackets. Sherry enjoys working as a
development consultant with Continuous Improvement Technologies, spending
time with her sixteen-month old son, Andre, and leading the worship/music
team at church.
Angela Cooke'84 resides in Burlington, Vermont and serves the student
body at the University of Vermont as assistant director of multicultural affairs.
Angela is pursuing her doctorate in education at the university as well. During
her first year on the council, Angela held a regional gathering in the Boston
area and in her second year she continues to bring positive feedback to
administrators on expanding Cedarville's multicultural population. Angela
enjoys aerobics, cooking, and travel.
Pr, Robert Foreman'77 is a professor of English at Pasadena City
College. Traveling from Southern California to our quarterly meetings has
taught Bob to bring a heavy coat with him to Ohio! Although on sabbatical
from Pasadena College for the 1993-94 school year, Bob has not stopped
teaching. He has traveled to Australia for research of the Aborigine tribe, has
become an adjunct professor at UCLA and Cedarville College, and has led the
charge for an Alumni Association survey to be completed in the spring of
1994. Bob has also held two alumni gatherings in the Los Angeles area since
joining the council.
Mike Hamilton '68 chairs the Alumni Council and will complete his
four-year term in 1994. Under his leadership, the council is providing support
for alumni through increased awareness, better communication, and innovative
programs. His enthusiasm for class reunions encouraged many to attend the
class of 1968's 25-year reunion at Homecoming '93. Mike and his wife, Carol
(Simonetti '68), have recently moved to Atlanta, Georgia, where Mike is
regional manager for ESKCO,Inc. Mike and Carol have three sons and one
daughter. The Hamilton family attends First Baptist Church of Snellville.

Captain Daniel Hicks'78 lives in Dayton, Ohio and represents over 400
alumni in his geographical area. Dan is one of our newest members to the alumni
council and has already brought his enthusiasm for Cedarville, expertise in logistics
management, and willingness to serve other alumni to the council meetings. He is
eager to lend a hand with the upcoming Alumni Association survey and has
arranged a collaborative project between Wright Patterson Air Force Base and
Cedarville's professional writing students. Dan is an executive officer to the
commandant at the Air Force Institute of Technology(AFIT)at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base. Dan and his wife, Jeanne (Pippin '78), have four children and
attend Patterson Park Church.
Yvonna Cope McGhee'73 represents over 300 alumni in the Indianapolis,
Indiana area and completes her term on the alumni council in December 1994.
Yvonna and her husband, Richard '75, reside near Brownsburg,Indiana where
Rich is an associate pastor at the Bethesda Baptist Church. Yvonna homeschools
their two children and is active in the youth and career ministry at church. She has
undertaken many projects for the Alumni Association, such as planning regional
gatherings and helping organize her 20-year class reunion at Homecoming '93.
Yvonna's encouraging words and faithful support are a great benefit to the council
members.
De Maurice Smith '85 and his wife, Karen, live in Kensington, Maryland
just outside of Washington D.C., where De is an Assistant United States Attorney.
De serves as chair-elect on the Alumni Council and has assisted with such projects
as restructuring the Alumni Association Constitution and establishing Young
Alumni Awards for the association. De has also been involved in speaking to
current students interested in a law career, meeting with Iota Chi Phi (Cedarville's
student organization to promote cultural awareness), guest appearances at Pi Sigma
Nu meetings, and speaking for Alumni Week in Chapel during the
Homecoming '93 festivities.
Stefanie Pratt Wimmer'85 has been our faithful secretary for the Alumni
Council for two years. Her accurate minutes keep the council on schedule and upto-date. She is also a newly married council member! Stefanie and her husband,
Alan, reside in Franklin, Ohio just south of Dayton. She is employed at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base as a supplies technician for national purchasing, and Alan
attends broadcasting college. Stefanie has been a member of the nominations
committee for new Alumni Council members and will chair the committee in 1994.

From The Director's Chair
ith a major earthquake waking up the Los Angeles area
at 4:30 a.m., I was able to turn on the television at
10:00 a.m. the same morning to see and hear reports of
damage and devastation. I turn on my radio every
morning for local and national news, weather reports,
and roadway outlooks. Media fascinates me. In a matter
of minutes I can know what is happening 10, 100, or 1,000 miles away! And
you never know who is behind or in front of the cameras, computers, and
microphones. When you turn the newspaper page, the channel, or the radio
dial, a Cedarville College alumnus may be the one behind all you see and
hear. Cedarville broadcasting and communication arts graduates are
everywhere in the media arena.
In this issue of Inspire, we attempt to bring you the face behind the radio
voice, we present our research on those who research, and we hope to stir
your awareness of the changes happening in media today. The responsibility our alumni have to an
ethical, honest stance carries a heavy weight in today's competitive field of media. They need our
prayers as they stand up in the workplace for our Savior and His truth.
In this issue you will find several highlights from alumni gatherings, including Alumni Basketball
Weekend, and college news. We have also printed a continuation of the listing of our alumni in the
medical field. Our office appreciates the many alumni who call and write to update career and
personal information with us. By contacting us, you help keep the college family up-to-date, along
with your college friends and classmates. It's easy to call using our toll-free number: 1-800-837-2566.
We welcome Wendy Miller Orchard '91 to our staff in the Alumni Office. She has jumped into the
daily tasks and already conquered many major projects, including organizing Alumni Council
meetings and the Alumni Basketball Weekend.
I am looking forward to getting together with many alumni this year at our regional gatherings. If
you are interested in hosting a get-together, please call me for more information.

W
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'rector of Alumni Relations
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The College welcomed Dr. David Jeremiah '63(right) as
speaker for the Winter Enrichment Conference from
January 3 through 7. He also presented a one-day
pastors conference with over 100 local pastors in
attendance on January 6. Dr. Jeremiah is senior pastor
of Shadow Mountain Community Church and president
of Christian Heritage College in El Cajon, California. He
has authored several books and produces "Turning
Point," a daily radio_program broadcast by many
Christian stations across the country. He is pictured with
his father, Dr. James T. Jeremiah '73H (left), chancellor
of the College.

Cedarville College was selected for inclusion in the 1994
edition of Peterson's Guide to Competitive Colleges. The
Peterson's Guide annually identifies the top colleges and
universities in the nation according to admissions selectivity
and the academic credentials of incoming students. All
2,000 of the nation's undergraduate institutions are
reviewed in the selection process. Cedarville joins 359
schools nationwide, 14 other Ohio institutions, and five
other Christian College Coalition colleges in this year's
publication.

PARTNERS '93-94:
$104,871.22 FROM
A Scholarship Minute:
2,335 AND STILL
CLIMBING!!
Impact For A Lifetime
Another record setting response from alumni toward this
year's $1.2 million Annual Fund need! 2,335 members of
the Alumni Association have given or committed
$104,871.22. We thank each one. With a few months
remaining in the 1993-94 academic year, these will likely
increase.
Over $60,000 of this total was committed by alumni during
our phoning efforts, and many of those we could not contact
were generous by mail. Several alumni joined the Annual
Fund giving programs designed for consistent investment in
Cedarville. These programs are the:
Torch Club: $10/month or $120/year
Charter Society: $500 or more in a calendar year
President's Associates: $1,000 or more in a calendar year
Each of these have some benefits which are within Internal
Revenue Service guidelines, but still allow for full taxdeductibility of the gift amount. If you are interested in
further information, please contact: Annual Fund Office,
Cedarville College, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314.

CLASS CHALLENGE
Class
Year
Heritage
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993+

Gifts
Received
$ 8,230.50
680.00
1,282.50
192.50
992.80
120.00
285.00
635.00
270.00
667.50
1,190.00
965.50
796.00
806.10
1,160.80
2,224.50
4,233.60
1,931.20
1,192.50
1,300.80
2,264.50
3,926.40
1,659.80
2,151.00
1,531.30
1,801.30
3,735.30
3,264.90
3,365.30
2,562.50
4,133.00
4,166.40
2,533.50
2,158.80
3,159.86
2,156.16
1,530.20
1,632.30
797.50
1,220.00
37.50

Gifts
Committed
$ 665.00
132.50
10.00
12.50
55.00
80.00
25.00
1,100.00
40.00
113.30
428.00
240.00
1,095.00
244.00
305.00
395.10
271.00
469.50
420.40
424.00
686.20
898.60
436.10
559.10
521.50
672.80
1,835.10
837.40
1,101.20
651.10
788.80
1,025.60
1,209.80
1,482.70
1,151.10
638.50
1,399.90
651.00
2,185.10
625.00
45.00

TOTAL
$ 8,895.50
812.50
1,292.50
205.00
1,047.80
200.00
310.00
1,735.00
310.00
780.80
1,618.00
1,205.50
1,891.00
1,050.10
1,465.80
2,619.60
4,504.60
2,400.70
1,612.90
1,724.80
2,950.70
4,825.00
2,095.90
2,710.10
2,052.80
2,474.10
5,570.40
4,102.30
4,466.50
3,213.60
4,921.80
5,192.00
3,743.30
3,641.50
4,310.96
2,794.66
2,930.10
2,283.30
2,982.60
1,845.00
82.50
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That is the number of $500 scholarships given since 1978 when the Cedarville College
Alumni Council established the Alumni Scholarship Grant Fund. What an impact in the lives of
students that decision has made! And on May 6, 1994 during Honor's Day Chapel, the Alumni
Association will award another $6,000 in scholarships to students who have shown outstanding
academic progress and contribution to their field of study. Over the past three years the Alumni
Council has focused on two goals for the Alumni Scholarship Fund. One has already been met! During
Honor's Day 1993 we increased the scholarships to include a student in the Department of
Engineering, giving a total of twelve scholarships, one for each department. Our second goal is to
increase the $500 tuition stipend to $1,000. To do this, we must dramatically increase the principal in
the endowed Alumni Scholarship Fund.
The long range vision for the Alumni Scholarship Fund is to grant a one-year scholarship to an
outstanding returning junior. This award will be given in addition to the current scholarships. These
scholarships given by the Alumni Association are made possible through contributions from many
alumni who faithfully send their gifts to the scholarship principal.
During Homecoming 1994, the Council will be hosting an Alumni Art Auction which will benefit
the Alumni Scholarship Fund, giving alumni another opportunity to support current students through
scholarships. Sandy Millikin Entner '59 is leading the ad hoc committee to acquire items from alumni
to be auctioned at this Homecoming. Alumni who wish to contribute their talent through painting,
drawing, quilting, sculpture, woodwork, or by contributing significant Cedarville College memorabilia
should contact Sandy at 513-766-7855.
Students today are fortunate to have alumni support. Your gifts to the Alumni Scholarship Fund
make a difference!

Mike Hamilton '68
Alumni Council Chair

The Cedarville College
Is Pleased To Announc
Young Alumni With The
the Year Award!

ANOTHER HELPFUL HINT
The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 which went into
effect on January 1, 1994 requires that donors who give a
gift of $250 or more to a nonprofit organization must have a
written receipt from the organization to claim the tax
deduction on their tax returns. While Cedarville has always
given a written receipt for every gift no matter the amount,
those who provide a gift of $250 or more at any one time
must retain our receipt for tax purposes.
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YOU CAN HELP US SAVE MONEY
The telephone is one of the most cost-effective tools
Cedarville uses to give alumni the opportunity to be
financially involved in students' education. This year, during
PARTNERS '93-94, the College spent less than $.15 for
every dollar that was committed over the phone by alumni.
Many organizations consider it good when they spend $.25$.40 for every dollar they receive. Stewardship of our
resources has always been a high priority for Cedarville.
Where cost-effectiveness breaks down for Cedarville is in
reminding those who commit a gift over the phone, but delay
payment for several months. Over the course of a year, the
College can invest up to $6 for each pledge that remains
outstanding. As of January 31,703 alumni who committed
during PARTNERS '93-94, had not fulfilled their
commitment. Could you help the college save some money''
Please send your pledge today!
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must have made such accomplishments while maintaining a Christ-honoring perspective in
every aspect of his/her life

The Alumni Council looks for your help in the selection process. We depend on you to bring
deserving candidates to our attention by making recommendations for the 1994 award. Please
consider the criteria carefully and list your suggestion for a candidate below.
YOUNG ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR
Name

Class

Phone(

)

Address
Reason
Please return your nominations by April 30, 1994 to:
Alumni Office, Cedarville College, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, Ohio 45314
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When alumni return to campus, they will miss a familiar face
at the college switchboard. After serving at that position for
19 years, Ida St. Clair retired on October 29, 1993. As she
received tens of thousands of college visitors and responded
kindly to innumerable telephone calls, Ida saw the College
grow from 1,033 students in 1974 to the present enrollment
of 2,278.
Ida and her husband, Ken, have a daughter, Mrs. Linda
Nier '80, of Wilmington, Ohio, and a son, Jeff '75, of
Chattanooga, Tennessee. The St. Clairs enjoy eight
grandchildren.

Alu
MotorWeek

On February 1, Cedarville College hosted the
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra for their fifth
appearance on campus. The performance featured
guest soloist Raphael Wallfisch, one of Britain's
foremost cellists. The Dayton Philharmonic, led by
internationally-recognized conductor Isaiah
Jackson, is the oldest professional performing arts
organization in the area. Cedarville College faculty
member Charles Pagnard is the Philharmonic's
principal trumpet; adjunct faculty members Steve
Winteregg and Richard Chenoweth are the principal
tuba and co-principal french horn, respectively.

Switch To
Chris
Radio
Is Minist
For Alumn

eff Lyle '85 has had many people tell him,"You just don't do it that way," b
he refuses to let that stifle his creativity. Co-owner of KQCS-FM radio in
Davenport, Iowa, Jeff has found a distinctive way to minister through meth
Jeff completed majors in broadcasting and music at Cedarville. When he t
his first job in television as a writer/producer at an Iowa CBS affiliate, he felt
prepared to handle the technical aspects of the job, and he was excited about th
impact the media has on people. However, after just a few years, he became concerned
with the trend toward increasingly explicit programming and advertising. He says,"I
wanted to be a part of the Media to help change things, but I wasn't sure what! should do."
Then a Davenport radio station came up for sale. There was already a Christian radio
station in town which carried preaching, music, and other syndicated programming. Jeff
had a vision for a complementary station where the music was the ministry—a commercial
station airing contemporary Christian music. Jeff and a partner bought the station, and he
says,"We had to learn from our mistakes, some of them costly. But our goal was to give
real alternative for young people, a station with a positive message that we could be exct
about as Christians."
KQCS has 4,000 to 10,000 listeners a day, mostly non-Christians from what Jeff can t
from market research and calls to the station. Jeff relates,"A recent statistic shows 98%
high school students listen to FM music every day. Kids and their parents know we're a
good station to listen to." Jeff likes the comment from one elderly lady in his church, wh
said, "Jeff, I hate the music on your station, but I pray for you every day, because I kno
the kids are listening to it."
The format has been successful enough that Jeff's Eternity Broadcasting, Inc..(EBI) h
orking for the CDR Radio Network while attending school,
also purchased a radio station in Des Moines which will be going on the air soon with th
Susan Scott Childress '83 always thought she would find a
same format. The two stations together will employ about 10 full-time staff and 11
carecriirrradio upon graduation. But a summer internship at
volunteers, and are supported both by contributions and advertising revenue. Jeff's wife.
Maryland Public Television led Susan in a much different
Julie, is sometimes able to accompany him on out-of-town shoots to lend a hand, as well
direction in media.
KQCS uses a state-of-the-art audio hard drive system and will use digital phone lines to
Susan is a producer. writer, and journalist for "Motor Week," send programming to the Des Moines station.
a
year old national Public Television and commercially-syndicated program
Another related company is EBI Video. Jeff and two full-time staff produce
focusing on a vai iety of automotive topics. "Motor Week" produces 26 programs a commercials, events, and informational videos for regional clients and Christian ministri
year, and Susan works primarily on the FYI and Motor News segments. These
across the country. The video company has helped diversify revenue for EBI and has 1
specialized segments give consumer tips and evaluations of a variety of driving
another exciting ministry opportunity.
topics and automobile makers, They highlight a wide range of issues, from the
, EBI produces a weekly Christian video countdown show called "The Power Switch,
, safety of baby car-seats to making an automobile handicapped-accessible. Susan
hich is in three markets and may expand its coverage. The half-hour show airs on
:k areer requires Wilmot'research, international travel, and interviews with giantsi
ommercial, over-the-air television stations and features Christian "veejays" introducing
he,aukompfivOnSdustry.
cont mporary Christian artists, as well as interviews with those artists.
\ltecull%sortiabfher most memorable shows and segments. Susan says she
Jef as ulv,d Cedarville students to help film those interviews."When we go to the
nXye* tnig,rd-producing-a- programon driving phobias. She interviewe
pel usieAssociation Conference in Nashville, we use Cedarville broadcasting
any.individuals who literally
panic attacks when considering driving
ts takelp run the equipment. They help us, and it gives them good exposure to what
hicle,StiSait.silys-theresponsetothis segment was overwhelming. Whiny'
do the industry," he says. Cedarville students have also written for "The Power
•.Kiduakwrote-and.callesifor_more information because they have experience
S ch." 'My experiences at Cedarville helped me understand what the world was like and
mildr,responSes-to driving and did notknow why they reiicted that way. She
develbp the technical skills I would need. My Cedarville education also prepared me to
knew shehad helped viewers struggling with.a real fear.
integrate my Christian values into working in today's media."
ilk Another memorable story Susansesearehed and wrote was the development of
Jeff believes that commercial stations featuring Christian music will continue to be a
Mriying behaviors. This production studiedthe'effect adult drivers have on their
viable and profitable format and will be seen eventually in Many markets. He compares the
child-passengers. The study showed that irate motorists with poor driving skills
growth of contemporary Christian music to that of country music a decade ago. He
teach children passengers habits which will be carried into their driving styles.
concludes,"If it can work in Iowa, it can work anywhere. Sometimes you just have to
Llewise,,safe,--courteous driving skills are translated to children.
break the mold."
- Susan'also has had-the opportunity to interview many fascinating designers and
automa-kers in her eight,yeatvireer with "Motor Week." She recalls meeting in
Paris with-famous Frenchdesigner Luigi callani to view his Bio Design
initomobiles:-Edelliautomobile was uniquely shaped as-a fish or other form of
wildlifeand..was environmentally friendly. One-program dealing with four-wheel
ecky Batey '90 is a graphic designer for
drive techniques:was filmed -outhe grounds of a castle in England. She recalls the
Videographics Enterprises, Inc., based in New
castle was complete With armored men on hores, roaring fires in the fireplaces,
- :_,_ York, New York. She is one of 18 employees
and hidden passageways. From attending the Beriil. Roos Grand Prix Driving
and Works with other Cedarville alumni,
School at
Pocono-International Speedway in Pennsylvania to visiting Jaguar
:,- including Andrew Mininger '88, Cregan
and Mercedes Benz in England, Susan has seen the automotive world!
Cooke '86, and Andrew Lewis '89. Becky has
.
Susan recallsthat it has not always been easy. Although she completed an
worked at-Videographics for One year and four months and go
internship with -Maryland'Public Television (MPTV)before her senior year in
the job as a result of knowing a Cedarville alumnus who wor
college, the entry level positibn with MPTV did not Open Up until two years after
at the company.
graduation. She started in a part-time position which Offered $50 per day and no
Videographies specializes in putting together computerized:
benefits. The position became full-time, and within a year Susan was offered a job
-presentations such as slide shows, overheads, and multimedia
with "Motor Week," Where she started as a gopher and test driver for the show. It
-presentations using laser disks. An example of the work she .
required much diligence and a positive attitude for her to place cones on a freezing
does would be a corporation that is planning to make a
test drive course and stay there to pick them up after the shoot was complete.
presentation to stockholders or potential investors. Becky describes her job at
Susan emphasizes the teamwork required in her current position—it takes the input Videographics as involvement in the transfer of information from written form to
of the camera crew. writers. and producers to create the best possible program for
computerized form. Using a computer, she adds color, graphics, and fonts to give a
the audience.
client's presentation material a professional look. Videographics clients include corpora
She encourages current students interested in the television media field to seek an giants like Pfizer Pharmaceutical. Duracell Batteries, and Ogden Corporation.
internship or a volunteer position as an inroad into this highly competitive field.
Becky uses a computer for the majority of her work. She states that Cedarville gave h
She also suggests prayer, enthusiasm (no matter what the task!), and a good
valuable experience in using a computer. More importantly, however, she appreciates t
attitude. Susan enjoys returning to Cedarville College to talk with the current
time that Dr. Wes Baker, professor of communication arts, devoted to teaching her
broadcasting majors about her career. She has been invited to speak in classes and
responsiblity ill computer-related issues. Becky also learned the communication skil
has participated in the Broadcasting Industry Seminar hosted by the Department of needed to work with the men and womeninthe business sector.
Communication Arts for broadcasting majors.
Becky's advice to students wishing to.enter -this field is to evaluate the Opportunities th
Susan has been honored with the prestigious Golden Quill Award presented by
are presented. When Becky heard about the job at Videographics. she wondered how
the Washington Automotive Press Association for a story she produced on shock
things would work out with getting an apartment- and getting to know people. She then
trauma research. She also received the New York Film Festival Award for a
found out that there were other Cedarville alumniworking at the company, includin
videotape series entitled,"How to Buy A Car."
Jennifer Leney '91.- who-became Becky's roommate in New York. The provision of
Susan and her husband Glenn live in Maryland and are enjoying their first child,
friends and a place to stay convinced Becky that Videographics was where the Lord
Rebecca Jane. who was born December 20, 1993.
wanted her to be.

Graphic Designer Serves in New York
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Richard Blumenstock '63, assistant professor of Bible, recently completed
studies for his D.Min. degree at Western Conservative Baptist Seminary in
Portland, Oregon. Chris Miller, assistant professor of Bible, completed his
Ph.D. degree at Dallas Theological Seminary. The board of trustees approved
the following promotions: Dr. Gary Percesepe '75 to professor of philosophy,
Dr. Kevin Sims '74 to associate professor of political science, Jan Bosma to
associate professor of library science, Dr. Charles Clevenger to professor of
music, Dr. Joseph Halsey to professor of political science, and Dr. Robert Parr
to professor of sociology. Receiving tenure were Anna Ruth HiIle, assistant
professor of education, and James Snowden, assistant professor of English.

On January 10 from the chapel platform,
Dr. Paul Dixon announced the engagement
of Dr. James T. Jeremiah '73H and Ethel
Rayburn of Cedarville. Dr. Jeremiah,
president of the College for 25 years and
chancellor for the past 15 years, has a radio
and speaking ministry of encouragement for
senior saints. Mrs. Rayburn served in the
college library. Her daughter and son-in-law,
Marilyn and Larry Twigg, are 1979
graduates.

Heritage Corner
Thelma Deacon
Celebrates 92nd
Birthday

Martha "Pud" Anderson Benham '41 and her husband, Lloyd, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on January 10, 1994, with a honeymoon trip to
Hawaii. Pud recalls getting married in 1944 during the war years as hectic."We
had our wedding reception before the actual ceremony because of Lloyd's
weekend leave from duty." They had postponed the ceremony twice because of
the war, but January 10th was a magic day.

Heritage
Educators
Luncheon
Highlights
Summer
Activities

G

lenna Ackerman Thompson '37N
and Dorothy Kenyon Marshall
'41N announce the 1994 Heritage
Alumnae Educators Luncheon on
July 11 at 11:30 a.m. in the Alford
Annex. As this year's chairwomen,
Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Marshall have already
begun planning for the annual luncheon and
fellowship for retired educators. They have
invited Mrs. Pat Landers Dixon, associate
professor of English at Cedarville College and
wife of Dr. Paul Dixon,to address the group. She
will relate her experiences in the country of
Hungary, where she led a group of Cedarville
students involved in Teaching English as a
Second Language.(TESOL).

circa 1924

ur congratulations shower Miss Thelma
Deacon, member of the class of 1924,for
her upcoming 92nd birthday on May 28.
Miss Deacon, a Xenia, Ohio resident, is the
oldest living alumna of Cedarville College.
Mr. Harper Bickett '24, who celebrated his 91st birthday
on January 22, is our oldest living alumnus.
Miss Deacon earned her bachelor of arts degree in
education, receiving straight A's. During her senior year at
Cedarville, she was an instructor of biology. Miss Deacon
also earned a master's degree from The Ohio State
University in the classical languages. She then taught and
served as dean of girls for the Parma Board of Education in
the Cleveland, Ohio area for forty years.
Please help us wish Miss Deacon a happy birthday and
celebrate this wonderful occasion by sending letters and
cards to Miss Thelma Deacon, 173 El Camino Drive,
Xenia, Ohio 45385,or call 513-376-3080.

Heritage Alumni Activities Calendar
Mark your calendars now for these activities, and watch your mail for further details!
May 6

Heritage Luncheon and Matinee
The Sound ofMusic directed by Rebecca Baker

July 11

Heritage Alumnae Educators Luncheon, Alford Annex, 11:30 a.m.

July 27

Cincinnati Reds Ballgame and Lunch
Leave Chapel parking lot at 10:00 a.m. Game begins at 12:35 p.m.
Marietta, Ohio River Boat Show and Day Trip
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Cedarville
College
Yellow Jacket
Sports Camps
Summer'94
Girls Basketball
Boys Cross Country
Girls Cross Country
Girls Volleyball
Boys Basketball

June 27-July 1
July 4-8
July 11-15
July 11-15
July 18-22

For more information,
write or call:
Yellow Jacket Sports Camps
P.O. Box 601
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
(513)766-7755
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During the weekend of October 29-31, a group from
Cedarville College worked to restore homes damaged
by summer flooding in the Valley Junction area of
West Des Moines, Iowa. Five members of Cedarville's
Maintenance Department, 22 students, and alumni
Byron Shearer '68 and Beth Irving '93 made the trip.
The Cedarville group was part of a larger project
known as R-93 (Relief, Recovery, Restoration, and
More) and helped deliver donated goods to needy
families in West Des Moines.

Coabh Callan looks
on as the Varsity
Yellow Jackets
shoot with three
seconds remaining
on the clock while
Cedarville and Mt
Vernon are tied.
The final score.
Yellow Jackets 86
Mount Vernon 84

Li'l Sibs Weekend on February 4-6 brought the influx of
1,100 visiting brothers, sisters, and parents of Cedarville
College students to campus. Activities included late night
bowling and skating, a baseball card show, a Shakespeare
film festival, a Brass Choir concert, Yellow Jacket basketball
action against Shawnee State, and the "Winter Blast,"
featuring air ball, orbitron, sumo wrestling, volleyball, and
more in a packed-out Athletic Center.

Ken Rucker '93 (right) is honored as the college
retires his jersey, number 51, was retired during the
pre-game festivities. Ken is the fourth basketball
player in the history of Cedarville to receive such
an honor. He holds the record for 2nd all-time
leading scorer and 4th all-time leading rebounder.
Bruce McDonald '69(#25-left), Eric Mounts '81
(#33-center), and Dozier Carter '65(#45-not
pictured) are the three previous honorees.

Amy McLaughlin '93, Matt Brown
'93, and Bruce McKanna '93
recap their exciting day back on
campus.

Mark Baugh '83 enjoys joining the pep
band every year during Alumni
Basketball Weekend. Mark lives in
Springfield, Ohio.
El Seabra
drives the bail
down the court
for two points.

Ron Baker '69 joins Jim Phipps '68 in the WCDR
broadcast booth for the varsity game. Ron assisted Jim
with announcing the games during his senior year and
Jim's first year on faculty at Cedarville College.

During half-time, Professor Ron
Walker shoots from the three point
line for the free throw contest
sponsored by the Alumni
Association. Dr. Walker has
taught in the Department of
Business Administration for 16
years.

Eric Mounts '81 is up for
the shot while Dave
Richey '92 defends and
Russ Clark '77 watches.

Coach Kathy Freese presents
Amy Zehr '93 with the NAIA
Division II All-American Award
between Saturday's games.
Zehr garnered the honor during
her senior year at Cedarville.
She returned for the Alumnae
Basketball game, scoring 10
points for the blue team.
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Twenty former Lady Yellow Jackets returned for competition on the hardwood
on Saturday, January 29. The two teams played to a 37(blue)-36(white) score.

Thanks to many generous friends, Cedarville College has received
$400,000 in matching funds for equipment in the
Engineering/Nursing/Science Center. The total campaign, including
the matching grant, provided over $800,000 in cash and gifts-inkind. The offer to match gifts came last year from a friend of the
College who recognized the need to outfit the ENS Center labs
with important equipment. While that matching offer has been
realized, additional equipment gifts will be needed to continue to
expand these vital programs in the future and to underwrite special
projects such as the engineering department's entry in the 1994
HEV Challenge.

Dr. James Grier, professor of philosophy at Cedarville
College for thirteen years, spoke in chapel on
Wednesday, January 19. He challenged the students
from the gospel of Luke, looking at the parable of the
rich fool. Dr. Grier is vice-president at Grand Rapids
Baptist College and Seminary and a widely-respected
speaker throughout the United States, Canada, and
England.

Dan '87 and Donna
Snyder Morris '87 enjoy
the Alumni and Yellow
Jackets Brunch with their
two sons Daniel and
Raymond and 110 other
alumni, current students,
and family. Dan played
for the blue team in the
Alumni Basketball game
scoring 10 of the 120
points which won the
game.

Dr. Cliff Johnson gives it the
ole' college try for the half-time
competition. Dr. Johnson
currently serves as assistant to
the president and recently
married Dr. Pamela Diehl who
coaches the women's tennis
team and teaches in the
Department of Health and
Physical Education.

The Alumni Basketball Game saw 26 men return for
the afternoon match. The blue team scored 120 with
the white team ending the game at 104.

Jim '83 and Faith Gruber
Gruenberg '83 attended all the
festivities of Alumni Basketball
Weekend with their son Stephen.
Jim and Faith enjoyed playing in
the pep band, getting together
with friends, and attending the
all-alumni reception following the
varsity game.

October 14-16,1994
Attention, Reunion Classes! If your class year ends in 4 or 9, this is
your year to get together! Plan now to attend the fun-packed
activities with those who share your favorite Cedarville memories.
5 Year

1974 20 Year

1984 10 Year

1989

1969 25 Year

1979 15 Year

1964 30 Year

50 Year Cluster Reunion for 1943, 1944, 1945
Saturday Afternoon Heritage Luncheon

More details to follow on these
reunions and other events!
Prepare your bids! Cedarville College will be holding its first-ever
Art Auction to benefit the Alumni Scholarship Fund. One of our own
alumni will be the auctioneer. The accumulation of many fascinating
and unique pieces has begun. If you have any art or memorabilia to
donate, please call Sandy Millikin Entner '59 at 513-766-7855.
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During the spring break, Cedarville College gospel and ministry
teams will serve in the eastern United States. Ministering in
churches and schools are Swordbearers (Cleveland, Akron, and
Youngstown, Ohio areas), Kingsmen Quartet(Washington D.C.
area), Lifeline Players (western New York State), and Master's
Puppets (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area). The College also
will send two groups under Missionary Internship Service (MIS):
the Brass Choir will be ministering in Italy, and a construction
team will go to Jamaica to work at the Deaf Village of the
Caribbean Christian Center for the Deaf. Twenty-four members
of the College family will go to Mexico City to construct homes
with Habitat for Humanity.

The Cedarville College family celebrated Charter Day on
January 26, welcoming chapel speaker Dr. Warren
Armstrong, president emeritus of Wichita State University
and the son of the late Cedarville professor Dr. Mead
Armstrong. The week in chapel also included messages
from Dr. Dixon on the place of Cedarville College in higher
education today, Dr. Murray Murdoch on the history of the
college, and
Dr. James T. Jeremiah, who shared pictures from the
College's past. The College was granted its charter on

Help Cedarville
Engineers Go
Electric With
Saturn
Date

Event

Location

April 8

Faculty Recital, Charles Pagnard, Trumpet

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

April 12

Joint Faculty Recital, Kathy Rodgers,
Beth Sievers, Charles Clevenger

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

April 15

Men's Glee Club & Women's Chorus in Concert

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

April 29

Brass Choir Concert

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

April 28-30
& May 5-7

Spring Drama Production:
The Sound ofMusic directed by Rebecca Baker

Alford Auditorium

May 6-8

Parents Weekend

May 6-7

Alumni Council Meetings

May 6

Pops Concert

Athletic Center

May 6-7

Steve Green Concert

James T. Jeremiah Chapel

May 30

Symphonic Band Memorial Day Outdoor Concert

June 6

98th Commencement Ceremonies

Athletic Center

For more information on these exciting events,
t the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566.

Regional Gathering Update

In Ashland, Ohio
Alumni enjoyed cheering for the Yellow Jackets varsity team
during an exciting night of basketball action against Ashland
University. Approximately 35 alumni, family members, and
friends attended the game on January 6 in Ashland, Ohio. Sherry
Rotramel Bouquet'87, one of our newest Alumni Council
members, and her husband, John, hosted a reception in their
home following the game. We had a great time of fellowship and
thank the Bouquets for opening their home for this Cedarville
alumni gathering. The Yellow Jackets, led by Coach Don Callan
'84H, played an excellent game, losing by only one point at the
buzzer. Byron Shearer'68 and Jim Phipps'68 were also present,
broadcasting for the CDR Radio Network.

Look For These
Area Gatherings
March 14

Washington D.C., The Cedarville College
Kingsmen Quartet in performance

March 7-16

Israel Tour

April 30

St. Louis, Missouri Dessert Reception

May 1

Bloomington, Illinois Dessert Reception

May 14

Atlanta, Georgia Picnic

May 21

Alumni Baseball Reunion Game
at Cedarville College

TBA

Cincinnati, Ohio Dessert Reception

June 29

Seattle, Washington Dessert Reception
in conjunction with the GARBC
National Conference

July 9-16

Cedarville College Week at Gull Lake
Christian Conference Center
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tudents in Cedarville's Department of Engineering
are involved in a national competition which
addresses critical concerns in automobile design
today. Cedarville was selected as one of only twelve
schools in the U.S. and Canada, and the only Ohio
school, to participate in the 1994 Hybrid Electric
Vehicle(HEV)Challenge. Each student team will demonstrate its
car's performance in a competition in Detroit in June. HEVs are
one option being researched by automotive manufacturers to
improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions.
Saturn Corporation donated vehicles to the colleges and
universities who submitted the best proposals for converting the
gasoline-powered cars into power-assist hybrid electric operation.
Saturn Corporation is co-sponsor of the 1994 HEV Challenge
with the Department of Energy (DOE),the Society of Automotive
Engineers(SAE), and Energy, Mines, and Resources—Canada.
Chuck Allport, Cedarville's director of engineering programs,
says,"We are delighted to have support from the College family
and our local community as we go head to head with perennial
engineering powers such as Penn State, Michigan, Illinois, GM!,
and the University of Texas."
Cedarville's entry has received significant support from
businesses in the Miami Valley and nationwide. Major
companies, including Saturn Corporation, Honda, Exide/NAPA,
Sundstrand, Essex Wire, Vernay Labs, and Subaru, have donated
equipment and supplies and have provided valuable consulting on
the project. Professional engineers in the Dayton SAE section
have helped in numerous ways.
However, more help is needed. Student project leader Kendall
Noller explains,"We have excellent facilities in the ENS Center
and have been able to borrow some equipment we need to test the
engine. But we still need about $70,000 worth of equipment and
funding for this specific project." Alumni and friends who are
involved in the automotive industry, in engineering, or who want
to be part of an exciting competition can contact the College to
make a gift or recommend a business which may be able to
donate or lend equipment for the project. Chuck Worrell in
Cedarville's Office of Development is coordinating the funding
efforts and keeps a current list of needs. He can be reached at
513-766-7810.
More than an extracurricular activity, the Saturn competition is
a vital part of engineering education at Cedarville. The project is
measured against demanding specifications and is focused on
real-world issues. The hybrid electric Saturn vehicles will have
either an internal or external combustion engine—running on
methanol or ethanol—driving a generator, which in turn powers
an electric drivetrain. Tuning the engine for operation at a
constant speed brings substantial reductions in vehicle pollution
and greatly increased fuel economy. The HEV Challenge will
involve Cedarville students for three years, as the team will
improve its design each year for entry into competitions in the
summers of 1995 and 1996.
ki The Cedarville team already has a prototype "mule" on the road
Ft and is verifying key electrical performance parameters. Over the
next four months, the students and faculty will be adjusting the
design and installing the engine in the Saturn sedan. With support
from the College family and their professional peers. Cedarville
engineers hope to be victorious in Detroit in June.

it

Bev and Allen Monroe met
T.J. Rivetti '87 in Hong Kong.

uring fall quarter 1993, Drs. Allen and Beverly
Monroe, professors at Cedarville College, provided
educational services in the Orient. They directed
workshops and in-service experience for teachers at the
four campuses of Morrison Academy in Taiwan and
addressed an all-Asian conference of Christian school teachers. They
also ministered at Joy Christian School and the Cebu International
School in Cebu City, The Philippines. In China, Allen spoke at the
Tianjin International School in Tianjin and at the Beijing Institute of
Light Industry. Beverly addressed a women's group at People's
University in Beijing. In The Philippines, the Monroes met with Frank
'68 and Barb Lepine Jenista '70, Ken '70 and Alice Cole, Philip and
Barb Cooper Klumpp '74, Gary '83H and Becky Selden Kuhn '78, and
Lori Lindner '92. In China, they met with Julie Prentice '82, Eddie
Clifford '86, Diane Lichtensteiger '86, Michelle Gaffner '92, and Jeff
Burr '93, who are teaching at People's University. Since 1986,
Cedarville College has provided English teachers to the university. In
February, Bob Rohm '68, director of planned giving at Cedarville,
traveled to Beijing to renegotiate the contract with People's University
and provide a Bible seminar for the Cedarville teachers.

AlumniIn
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CLASS NEWS
70s
David Southwell '70 has assumed
responsibilities as the regional
administrator for South America with
ABWE in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. He
enjoys the challenge of working with 245
missionaries and with the field councils.
David and his wife, Evelyn(Hare '70),
will also have the opportunity to visit and
encourage missionaries in the field. The
Southwells have four children-Randy '93, Christina and
David, a senior and freshman at Cedarville College,
respectively, and Rebecca, a high school senior.
Rev. Daniel Mead '72 was recently chosen to serve on the
Council of Seven of the Minnesota Association of Regular
Baptist Churches. He is the pastor of First Baptist Church in
Faribault, Minnesota, where he and his wife, Alice
(Wilson '72), live with their children, Amy (16), David (13),
and Jeremy (10).
Dave Branon '73 recently published his second book entitled
Where Do!Go From Here? A Handbookfor New Believers.
Dave is employed as the managing editor of Sports Spectrum
magazine. He and his wife, Susan (Tuttle '74), have four
children and live in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Connie Clark Anderson '73 recently completed a master of
music education with an emphasis in piano pedagogy degree at
Wright State University. Connie is an adjunct professor of
piano and coordinator of piano pedagogy at Cedarville College.
Her husband, Lyle '70, is a professor of music at Cedarville
College and director of several performing groups.
Dan Ehnis'74 was named Faculty Member of the Year 1993 at
Grand Rapids Baptist College in Michigan. Congratulations,
Dan!
Dr. Daniel Estes '74 is an associate professor of Bible and
assistant academic vice president at Cedarville College. In
January he published a Bible study guide used in the
Introduction to Bible Study course at Cedarville College. Dan
developed the course and book as part of the general education
requirement that every graduate of Cedarville must complete.
The book is titled Learning and Living God's Word and is ideal
for group use also. He and his wife, Carol(Towle '75), are
living in West Worthington, Ohio.
Rod Robison '75 has been elected president of the Tucson,
Arizona chapter of the Society of American Magicians. Rod
and his wife, Carol(Yoder '76), live in Tucson.
Dr. Floyd Elmore '77 has been named senior pastor at
Shawnee Hills Baptist Church in Jamestown, Ohio. He
continues as associate professor of Bible at Cedarville College.
He and his wife, Pam, have four children.
Rev. Gary Storm '77 has been elected treasurer of the
National Association of Regular Baptist Camps. He and his
wife, Nancy, live in Wheelersburg, Ohio, where Gary is the
executive director of Scioto Hills Camp.
Rev. Mark Cowell '78 is the senior pastor of Midway Baptist
Church in Watervliet, Michigan. Mark was previously at North
Royalton Baptist Church near Cleveland, Ohio. He and his
wife, Lynette (Stauffer '78), have two daughters, Amanda and
Kimberly.
Bill Roloff'78, director of Skyview Baptist Ranch, has been
elected vice-chairman of the National Association of Regular
Baptist Camps. He and his wife, Karen (Christmas '83), along
with their two children Brian(6)and Bethany (3), are living in
Millersburg, Ohio.
Ron Bedell '79 is living in Kissimmee, Florida, where he is
involved in several different businesses. Among them are
Bedell Enterprises, which is a credit repair operation, and
Bedell Investments. Ron is also politically active in
correspondence with our government leaders concerning the
issues that face our nation.
Delmar Mohler'79 has been appointed vice president,
treasurer and assistant secretary of the Moody Bible Institute of
Chicago(MBI). He has served with MBI since 1984. Del and
his wife, Linda(Mayo '77N),enjoy spending time with their
six children-five daughters and one son.

SOs

Rev. David Conrad '80 has accepted a pastorate at Bethany
Baptist Church in Avon Park, Florida. David and his wife,
Diana, and their children, Sarah (12), Joseph (9), and Paul (5),
moved to Florida from the Evansville Baptist Church in Niles,
Ohio.
Daniel Poole '80 had a vision seven
years ago for an adult contemporary
Christian radio station in Detroit,
Michigan. Today he is the owner
and managing partner of WORD
Broadcasters, Inc. The station,
WCM Radio Detroit, broadcasts
90% music and is targeted for
young adults, ages 25-44. Owning
his own radio station, Dan does
everything from talking on the air to selling commercials. He
says one of his many rewards is receiving letters from those
who are encouraged and growing in the Lord. Through Dan's
continued interest in Cedarville College, three broadcasting
majors have completed internships at WCM.In January,
Professor Jim Leightenheimer took broadcasting students to

observe in the WCM studio and learn from Dan and his
associates. Dan and his wife, Carole, are especially busy with
the arrival of twin boys! Christopher and David arrived
October 29, 1992 and join their older brother Daniel (4).
Ruth Yocom '80N, missionary nurse in Bangladesh, will be
returning to the U.S. in March 1994 for a one-year furlough.
She will be living with her parents in Springfield, Ohio.
Steve '82 and Heather Lundvall Etner'84 are living in Bay
City, Michigan and working with King's Kids ministries. The
Etners have four children-Andrew (10), Philip (9), Rebekah
(8), and Elisabeth (5).
Tom Prall'82 has been promoted to
manager (parts marketing/development)
with the lawn and grounds care division
of John Deere Co. He and his wife,
Anita, along with their children Amy and
Michael, have relocated to Raleigh,
North Carolina.
George Stephens'82 has accepted a
pastorate at First Baptist Church of New
Richmond, Ohio. He and his wife,
Cindy(Garrison '81), have moved to
Ohio from Hinsdale, New York.
Ken Gentzler '83 is pastor at
Meadowbrook Baptist Church in Lima,
Ohio. Meadowbrook celebrated its 25th anniversary in
September and featured
Dr. James T. Jeremiah as speaker. Ken and his wife, Renee, are
the parents of Kyle (6), Steven (4), and Kristen (1).
Laura Lee Lehto '83 is the director of studies at the Sociedade
Brasileira de Cultura Inglesa in Fortaleza, Brazil. Her
responsibilities include teacher development, curriculum, and
coordinating activities. Laura recently spent two weeks in
Hasting, England, and completed eight months of
correspondence study to obtain her diploma in the Teaching of
English as a Foreign Language to Adults(DipTEFLA). She
praises the Lord for a boss who encouraged and supported her
during the heavy work and study load.
Bill Cronin '84 has achieved a masters of education degree in
educational administration from Shippensburg University in
Pennsylvania.
Brian Umholtz'84N is an information systems
programmer/analyst for AMP,Inc. in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Brian is very active at Bible Baptist Church, where this year he
participated in five performances of the church's 7th Annual
Living Christmas Tree. Brian also brought the church's youth
group to Cedarville College for a visit.
Marcia Wiinamaki'84 received her doctorate in clinical
psychology from George Fox College on December 18, 1993.
She is employed by The Center for Marriage and Family
Intimacy in Austin, Texas. Marcia's activities include
individual and group therapy, conference speaking, and
teaching, as well as writing curriculum. Congratulations,
Marcia!
Vicki Stuiber Slane '86 was
declared the third best woman in the
world in her tae kwon do weight class
at Madison Square Garden in August,
1993. Already a member of the U.S.
National Tae Kwon Do team, she is
considering working toward the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta. Vicki is the
owner of Central Ohio Day-Care
Gymnastics and trains children at
more than 30 day-care centers. In
addition to her athletic
accomplishments, Vicki is recognized
as a devoted Christian who shares her
faith with her teammates. The Slanes
live in Hilliard, Ohio with their
daughters, Crystal (2) and Jewel (1).
Todd Free '87 is now the president of Free's Medical, Inc.,
specializing in medical equipment and supplies.
Scott Piper '87 was ordained on November 4, 1993, at Calvary
Baptist Church. Scott and his wife, Julie(Gersema '88), reside
in Everett, Washington.
Deborah Schonfeld '87 has taken a position with Capri Marina
& Yachting Center in Port Washington, New York.
Gilbert McClanahan '88 is a reporter for WICXT-TV,a CBS
affiliate in Knoxville, Tennessee. Gil has been living in
Knoxville since April and enjoys gathering stories and reporting
on camera.
Kevin Schleinitz'88 has taken a position as plant/sales
manager for ChemStation. He is living in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Brent'89 and Ann Miller Baird '90 have recently moved to
St. Petersburg, Florida, where Brent works for Service Master.
The Bairds have one son, Connor, born November 20, 1991.
Glenn Carpenter '89 has been a photographer/designer at
Moraine Valley Community College in Illinois for almost four
years. His responsibilities include producing photos for the
college viewbook, the catalog, and many other publications.
While a student at Cedarville, Glenn had the opportunity to gain
hands-on photography experience in the Public Relations
Office, assisting in many of the same duties.
George Gibbs '89 is employed by American Electric Power
and lives in New Haven, West Virginia. He is also active as the
Sunday school superintendent and youth director at his local
church.
Chris Gifford '89 has been promoted to assistant vicepresident in Credit Policy for Nations Bank in Charlotte, North
Carolina. Chris and his wife, Lama(Long '91), and their son,
Peyton (2), will be moving to Charlotte from West Chester,
Ohio.
Mike Wittmer '89 is in his final year at Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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Joel Campbell'90 is a corporate auditor for Borden, Inc., in
Columbus, Ohio. He and Dana Daniels '92, guest coordinator
in the Cedarville College Admissions Office, are planning an
October wedding.
Steve Lesko '90 is working on his doctorate in measurement
and statistics at the University of Maryland.

Neal Wallace '90 has been awarded a Dean's Merit Scholarship to
the University of Dayton School of Law for the 1993-94 school year.
He and his wife, Kathleen (Harris '87), reside in Xenia, Ohio.
Ruth Yuen '90 is the news director for WUSN Family Life Radio in
Michigan. In addition to broadcasting on the air, she does much of the
research and interviews for each local newscast. Her responsibilities
with Public Affairs allow her the opportunity to present a more
in-depth view of local issues. Ruth says that broadcasting professors
at Cedarville are "teaching students to be responsible...not only to
listeners, but to God as well." In addition to her work at WUSN,Ruth
is actively involved at Bethel Baptist Church as a member of the
worship team.
Dwight'91 and Kari Kaelber Davidson '93 are living in Princeton,
New Jersey. After receiving a master of arts degree in English from
Miami University (Oxford, Ohio), Dwight is pursuing a masters of
divinity degree at Princeton Theological Seminary. Kari is a nurse at
Mercer Medical Center in Trenton, New Jersey.
Sean Hicks'91 was recently promoted to transportation analyst at
OSRAM Sylvania Inc. in Westfield, Indiana. His wife, Yolonda
(Moser '90), enjoys her work as a homemaker and full-time mother
to their son, Zachary (almost 2).
Jonathan Jenks'91 is studying at Baptist Bible Seminary in Clarks
Summit, Pennsylvania. His wife, Jeniffer(Shade '91), is a medical
technologist in the area.
Jerald Kimble '91 has been called to Bible Baptist Church in Peru,
Indiana as assistant in the areas of Christian Education and youth.
Wendy Miller Orchard '91 has accepted the position of
secretary/administrative assistant in the Alumni Relations Office of
Cedarville College. Her husband,Paul, is the men's and women's
head track and field coach at the College. The Orchards are living in
Xenia, Ohio.
George Goodwin '92 is pursuing his medical degree through the
Army at Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences. His
wife, Renee(Eimers '92), is teaching eighth grade at Riverdale
Baptist School. George and Renee are living in Burtonsville,
Maryland.
Greg Hughes'92 is a sales representative with AmeriNet,
specializing in computer networking systems. Greg has been living in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, since early September, 1993.
Lori Lindner '92, a short-term missionary at Faith Academy in The
Philippines, had the opportunity to visit Frank and Ruth Teed
Finch '76 in October 1993, observing their work at Palawan Baptist
Hospital.
Diane Mitchell '92 has become a certified childbirth educator, and is
working for the Board County Health Department as a WIC nurse
(Women,Infants, and Children). Diane enjoys counseling and
teaching, as well as using her nursing skills within the community.
Gale Nocella '92 is a sixth grade teacher at Hilltop Christian School
in Arizona. She also enjoys her responsibilities as cheerleading
advisor. Gale praises the Lord for this mission experience as she
works with the Navajo through Western Indian Ministries.
Tim Alley '93 is employed by Bank One, Dayton, as a credit
processor. Tim moved to Dayton, Ohio in November of 1993.
Eric Cochran '93 is working as the part-time youth director at Crete
Reformed Church. He is living in Crete, Illinois.
Shelly Sutton '93 is the director of public relations for WFCJ-FM,a
Christian radio station in Dayton, Ohio.
Casey Wood '93 is living in Cedarville, Ohio and is a social studies
teacher for grades 9-12 in the Southeastern Local School District.

ONE IN CHRIST°.
Deatra Huffman '83 and David Storvick were united as one in Christ
on January 22, 1994, in Indianapolis, Indiana. Deatra is employed by
Resort Condominiums International, and David is an engineer.
Tamra Hershberger '85 and Kent Nast exchanged wedding vows on
August 1, 1992. The couple lives in Berkley, Michigan and are active
in their local church. Tamra completed her Master of Arts degree in
counseling in June of 1990. She is now working as an elementary
school counselor in Birmingham Public Schools and enjoys helping
students. Kent works locally as an accountant.
Loree Wicks'86 and Jeffrey Woods were married on March 27,
1993, at Bible Baptist Church in Terre Haute, Indiana. The couple is
now living in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
Liana Smith '87 and Todd Corbin exchanged
marriage vows during the summer of 1993. They
are now living in Iowa as they serve the Lord
with International Messengers.

Sherri Hannay '88 and Steve
Gerhardt'89 celebrated their love in
marriage on September 18, 1993, in
Westerlo, New York. After
honeymooning in Puerta Vallarta,
Mexico, the couple has settled in
Lansing, Michigan. Steve is working in the human resources field and
Sherri is a physician's assistant at Sparrow Hospital in Newborn
Intensive Care.
Joanne Thompson '88 and Phillip
King became one in Christ on
November 20, 1993, at Faith Baptist
Church in Winfield, Illinois. Joanne is a
reading specialist at Wheaton Christian
Grammar School. Phillip is a pilot for
American Airlines.
Daniel Scott'89N and Diane Ohling
were united as one at Westchester
Evangelical Free Church on November
13, 1993. Dan is a customer service
representative for Amoco Oil, and Diane is an accountant for TMC
Transportation, Inc.
Kimberly Sweet'89 and Tim Powers exchanged marriage vows on
July 31, 1993, at Immanuel Bible Church in Burke, Virginia.
Kimberly is teaching part-time and pursuing a career in contemporary
Christian music. Tim is responsible for market development at Satcom
in Virginia Beach.
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Jennifer Brandt'90 and Jeff Conner were married on
December 26, 1992. Jennifer will graduate from medical school
in June, and Jeff is an engineering student. The Conners are
living in Toledo, Ohio.
Tekerro Rinehart'90 and Chris Peterson pledged their lives to
each other on October 17, 1992."Tiki" is an elementary teacher
at Open Door Christian School in Elyria, Ohio.
Kimberly Stilwell '90 and Randall McGirr were united as one
on October 21, 1993. The McGirrs are missionaries in Australia.
Frank Back '91 and Darcy Lord '92 pledged their love before
God on September 18, 1992, at Community Grace Brethren
Church. The couple is living in Brookville, Ohio. Frank is a
history teacher and junior varsity basketball coach at
Chaminade-Julienne High School, while Darcy teaches third
grade at Community Christian School in Richmond.
Julie Kenyon '91 and Jon Williams exchanged wedding vows
on December 19, 1992, and are living in Dayton, Ohio.
Christen Weiss'91 and Mark Young were united as one on
May 2, 1992 and are living in Kettering, Ohio. Christen is a
referral director for Heritage Realtors.
Deborah Wolf'91 and Asser Faragella were married in
Baltimore, Maryland on August 14, 1993. Debbie is a third grade
teacher, and Asser is an accountant in Washington, D.C.
Michael Boyes'92 and Tracy
Justice '93 were united in marriage
on January 8, 1994, in Wisconsin.
After honeymooning in Florida, the
couple is making their home in
Dallas, Texas. Michael is a secondyear graduate student at Dallas
Theological Seminary. In the fall of
1993, he completed an internship at
The Chapel in Akron, Ohio. Tracy
recently completed her student teaching at the International
Christian School in Uijongbu, South Korea.
Ralph Ciotola '92 and Gia Wood
'92 became husband and wife on
December 11, 1993, in Battle
Creek, Michigan. The Ciotolas are
living in Columbus, Ohio, where
Ralph is a marketing representative
for UGA,and Gia is a marketing
assistant for a safety product
distributor.
Jill Corners'92 and Robert
Tyndale were married on
November 27, 1993. Jill is a
substitute teacher and Robert is an electrical engineer. The
Tyndales are living in Trenton, New Jersey.
Beth Ann Davis '92 and Phil Boyd exchanged wedding vows on
January 22, 1994, in Charlotte, North Carolina. Beth Ann enjoys
being a first grade teacher at Northside Christian Academy in
Charlotte. Her husband Phil is a satellite announcer for Bible
Broadcasting Network(BBN).
Laura Hollander '92 and Steve Sinkonis celebrated their love in
marriage on December 18, 1993, at Bible Baptist Church in
Shiremanstown, Pennsylvania. Laura is working in a group home
for the Cumberland-Perry Association for Retarded Citizens, and
Steve works with families with mentally-disabled children.
Brad Silvius '92 and Annette Miller '94N became husband and
wife on January 22, 1994, at Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville,
Ohio. Brad and Annette have settled in Westland, Michigan.
Brad is a mechanical engineer in the plastics and trim division of
Ford Motor Company. Annette is a substitute teacher and hopes
to have a full-time teaching position in the fall.
Garry Wafford '92N and Melissa Scholle were united as one at
Bright Christian Church in Indiana. Garry is working as a
dispatcher for a sheriff's office, and Melissa is a clerk for the
Council on Aging.
Carla Brower '93 and Rob Baty were wed on September 3,
1993, and now reside in Adrian, Michigan.
Lynette Cruz'93 and John Keenan '93 were married at
Washington Heights Baptist Church in Dayton, Ohio on
November 6, 1993. John is a tax annuities service representative
for Greater American Life Insurance, and Lynette is a nurse at
Sycamore Hospital. The Keenans are living in West Chester,
Ohio.
Allison Knowles'93 and Kevin Parliament'93 pledged their
love to one another on October 30, 1993. Kevin is a program
manager assistant at Ford Motor Company. The couple is living
in Novi, Michigan.
Julie Seaman '93 and Bruce Moore '94N exchanged marriage
vows on December 18, 1993, at Grace Baptist Church in
Cedarville, Ohio. The Moores are active with a Chinese church
in Dayton, Ohio. Julie is a teacher at Bethel Elementary, and
Bruce is working at Click Camera.
Rachel Creekmur '93 and Kevin Snow '93 became one in
Christ on July 31, 1993. The couple is now living in Kokomo,
Indiana, where Kevin is a science teacher.
Karla Warnken '93 and John Himka exchanged marriage vows
on December 18, 1993, at Heritage Baptist Church in Clarks
Summit, Pennsylvania. Karla teaches second grade at Summit
Baptist Academy, and John is employed by National Sporting
Goods.

F
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Elaine Dixon Baker '71 and her husband,
Bill,joyously praise God for the finalized
adoption of Kevin Donald (5)and Amber
Ellen (3). The Bakers are living in Spokane,
Washington.
Loren '73 and Linda Hinds Small '76
joyfully share the birth of Keenan Jenner,
born March 17, 1993. He was welcomed by
Kristen (13), Trevor(10), Elisabeth (6), and
Carol(2). The Smalls are living in
Montrose, Pennsylvania.
Bob '75 and Peg Temple Sampson '76 celebrate the birth of
their son Daniel Temple, born September 27, 1993. Bob works
for the Beavercreek Police Department in Ohio, while Peg
remains busy at home with Daniel's older brothers Robert(14),
David (11), and Jeffrey (8).
Michael'78 and Cindy Miller Cuffman '80 are excited to
announce the birth of their fourth child, Jennifer Lynn. Born
March 7, 1992, Jennifer joined her brothers Christopher (6),
David (4) and Timothy (3). The Cuffmans reside in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Pam Coates Shepherd '80 and husband,
Steve, are the proud parents of Matthew
Allan, born August 19, 1993. He joins an
older sister, Stephanie Faith (3). Pam and
Steve are living in Quincy, Illinois.
Beth Miller Green '81 and her husband,
Larry '82,celebrate the birth of their fourth
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son, David Joseph, meaning "Beloved Addition." David was
born on December 4, 1993 and joins brothers Shawn (9),
Stephen (7), and Stuart (5). Larry is serving as senior pastor of
Northland Baptist Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Becky Jones Lin '81 and her husband, Xing Ping (Peter),
joyfully announce the birth of their first child, Daniel Paul,
born December 26, 1993. Becky and Peter were married in
China on April 28, 1992, and are now living in Dayton, Ohio.
Paul'82 and Geri Black Briggs '83 welcomed Evan Michael
into their home on November 19, 1993. Paul and Geri are
missionaries in Italy.
Phil Brumbaugh '83N and his wife, Cathy, proudly announce
the birth of their daughter, Rebecca Jo, on September 22, 1993.
Rebecca joins big sisters Amanda(8)and Tracie (5). The
Brumbaughs live in Edwardsville, Illinois.
Glenda Maxey Erickson '83 and her husband, Barry, share
their joy in the birth of Chad Thomas, born January 16, 1994.
Glenda keeps busy at home with newborn Chad and sister,
Audra Mary (1). Barry is a manager at a water treatment
systems company in Fort Myers, Florida.
Steven '83 and Beth Dawson Fuller'89N are the happy
parents of Joshua Clinton, born May 14, 1993. Steve and Beth
were married in November of 1989 and are living in Lakeland,
Florida.
Ken '83 and Emily Conklin
Kaufman '85N are pleased to
announce the birth of Ryan
Christopher, born October 5, 1993.
Ryan joins Sara Jean (6)and Justin
Phillip(4)in Cedarville, Ohio. Ken
is a prison guard at Warren
Corrections State Prison.
Jim '84N and Shannon Woodard
Cross '84N welcome Levi James
into their home. Levi was born on December 8, 1993, and joins
siblings Amber(8)and Jimmy (6). Jim is an Air Force officer
in Dallas, Oregon.
Evan '84N and Kelly Herbert Hellwig '85 are the joyous
parents of Deric Jay, born December 11, 1993. Deric joins
sister Chelsie(2)and brother Jordan (1), who keep Kelly busy
at home. Evan is an assistant professor in the Department of
Health and Physical Education of Cedarville College.
Diane Moats Perkins '84 and her husband, Doug,joyfully
announce the arrival of their son, Andrew Douglas. Born on
November 8, 1993, he joins his sister, Anna Leigh (2). Doug
works at the NASA Lewis Research Center, while Diane is a
homemaker.
Lynette Libby Rarick '84 and her husband, Jon, are proud to
welcome Jon Michael into their home. Jon was born
November 29, 1993, and joins sisters Jessica(5)and Jenna (2).
Tom '84 and Lisa Steele Wiggershaus'86
are happy to share the birth of their second
child, Erich Thomas. Erich was born
October 11, 1993, and joins big sister, Heidi
Kristine (3). Tom and Lisa have settled in
Miamisburg, Ohio.
Kathi Holman Myers '85 and her husband,
Rob, happily announce a new addition to
their family. Michaela Elise was born on December 5, 1993
and joins her parents in Freeport, Illinois.
Dawn Erlandson Olson '85 and her husband, Tom,praise the
Lord for their daughter, Kimberly Dawn, born August 25,
1993. Although Kimberly surprised her parents by being six
weeks early, she is healthy and growing very well. Kimberly is
lovingly welcomed by her sister, Heather (3).
Larry '85 and Diane Regnier Reichard
'85 proudly announce the arrival of Joshua
Lawrence. Josh was born on September 29,
1993,joining sisters Kelsey (3) and Nicole
(2). Larry is the assistant director at Camp
Wabanna, a Christian camp and conference
center near Chesapeake Bay, Maryland.
Diane enjoys ministering at the camp as well.
Lori Hess Smejkal '85 and her husband, Jeff, are the
delighted parents of Jacob Lee. Jacob, their third son, was born
on October 14, 1993. His brothers are Sam (3)and Luke (2).
Joan Wilson Smoot'85N and her husband,Paul'89N,are the
proud parents of a daughter, Lydia Grace, born December 30,
1993. The Smoots live in Cedarville, Ohio, where Paul is the
support services coordinator for custodial services at
Cedarville College.
Marc'86 and Laura Wuestner Anthony '86 gave birth to
their first child, Susan Bird, on November 7, 1993. The
Anthonys have settled in Holland, Michigan.
Eugene '86 and Krista Nickoson Evans '86 are delighted to
share the birth of Caleb Donald, born November 23, 1993.
While Krista maintains their home in Dayton, Ohio, Eugene is
a mechanical designer for Datel Engineering in West
Carollton.
Jean Moeser Keller '86 and her
husband, Joe,joyfully announce the birth
of Rebekah Jean, born July 9, 1993. She
is welcomed by a sister, Hannah May (2).
The Kellers are living in Columbus,
Ohio.
Ptr
40P°
Robyn Irwin Norris'86 and her
husband, Chuck, thankfully welcome Charles Lloyd, born
September 27, 1993. He joins sisters Sarah(4)and Krista(2)
at home in Gladwyn, Michigan.
Jim '86 and Marsha Reiter want to share
the news of the arrival of Daniel Wills,
born November 20, 1993. Daniel joins
two brothers, Michael(3)and Joshua.(2).
Jim is an associate pastor at Naperville
Bible Church in Illinois.
Frank '86 and Carolyn Patrick
Terkelson '86 are the proud parents of a daughter, born Julyil,
1993. Lillian Grace is welcomed by a sister, Audrey (2). While
Carolyn works at home, Frank is a financial analyst for
American Brands,Inc., in Connecticut.
Kurt'87 and Kathy Wilkinson
Anderson '87 are delighted to welcome
identical twins Kelsey Joy and Jessica
Lynn to their home. Born prematurely on
October 23, 1993, the girls are doing
quite well. Big brother Kelton (2)is eager
to watch over his two sisters. The
Andersons reside in Elyria, Ohio.
Doug '87 and Becky Averill Cherry '87 rejoice in the birth of
their son, Kyle Douglas, on September 15, 1993. Kyle is
welcomed by his sister, Elisa (2). Doug and Becky are living in
New Lenox, Illinois.
Bob '87 and Susan Dean Bowman '87 praise God for the
birth of their first daughter, Joy Marie, born on November 19,
1993. Bob is a staff attorney with Camden Regional Legal
Services, and Susan is an English teacher at King's Christian
School in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
Daniel '87 and Patricia Reed Hawk '87N are the proud
parents of Shelley JoAnn, born April 30, 1993. Timothy

Daniel, their firstborn, was born March 2, 1991. The Hawks are
living in Elverson, Pennsylvania, where Dan is an account
manager for Graco Children's Products.
James '87 and Michele Koerber gladly welcome the birth of their
first child, Jonathan Christian. Jonathan was born on May 20, 1993
and joins his parents in Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania.
Jill Swayze McClain '87 and her husband, Mark '89, proudly
announce the birth of Jonathan Charles on December 13, 1993.
The McClains are living in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Tamra Bielski Miller '87 and her husband, Doug, are thrilled to
announce the birth of their second child, Devin Douglas. Devin
was born November 14, 1993 and is warmly welcomed by his
sister, Megan (3). Tamra and Doug are living in Vancouver,
Washington.
Erick '87 and Lana Olson Seidel '88
welcomed twins into their home on November
20, I993—firstborn Samuel Olson and sister
Ericka Mae. Erick and Lana exclaim,"Double
the trouble...double the joy!" Erick is the
college and youth pastor at Five Points
Community Church in Auburn Hills,
Michigan.
Robin Johnston Thomas'87 and her husband, David, are keeping
busy with their daughter Allison Renee, born January 5, 1993.
Eleven months old at Christmas, Allison enjoyed taking ornaments
off the Christmas tree! David and Robin are living in Miamisburg,
Ohio.
Doug '87 and Robin Young Whittenburg
'87 lovingly welcome their fourth child,
Brenden Nathaniel, born October 8, 1993.
Brenden looks forward to playing with
siblings Brittaney (6), Brooklyn (5), and
Brandt(3). Doug and Robin live in Pleasant
Hill, Missouri.
Melissa Runion Elliott '88 and her husband, Tim,joyfully
announce the birth of Chloe Victoria, born November 29,1993.
Melissa and Tim are living in Roanoke, Virginia.
James '88 and Rebecca Mieden share the birth of Bradley James,
born January 27, 1994. Bradley joins a sister, Kelsey (2). James is
a manager with 84 Lumber Company in Lima, Ohio.
Dave '87 and Beth Hughes Yeager '88 are
the proud parents of Grant David, born
October 6, 1993. The Yeagers have recently
moved to Ballwin, Missouri.
Ric'87 and Gretchen Mountz Zehr '88 are
pleased to welcome daughter Olivia
Katherine, born October 11, 1993. Ric is a
trust officer for American National Trust, and
Gretchen is a CPA and investment manager for Lincoln National.
Jo Ann Freyermuth Davis '89 and her
husband, Brent '92, praise God for the arrival of
Caitlin Michelle on October 18, 1993. Now
living in Huber Heights, Ohio, Brent teaches
Bible and physical education at Dayton
Christian High School. Jo Ann is a clinical nurse
manager in the pediatric intensive care unit at
Children's Medical Center.
Jim '89 and Deneen Cole Eutsey '89 happily
announce the arrival of daughter Nicole Ashley.
She was born March 18, 1993, and joins her
parents in Berlin, Pennsylvania.
Donna Helm Hultz'89N and her husband,
Brian, welcome daughter Kelsey Elizabeth into
their home in Birdsboro, Pennsylvania. Kelsey
joined brothers Kyle(3)and Kurtis(1)on
October 26, 1993.
John Law '89 and his wife, Leigh, happily share the birth of
David Ethan, born October 21, 1993. Ethan's birth announcement
states,"The Lord hath done great things for us." John teaches
science and mathematics at Roanoke Valley Christian School.
Leigh is a homemaker/printer.
Joel '89 and Teresa Robison Lum '90 are the
proud parents of Sarah Elizabeth, who was born
July 31, 1993. Joel and Teresa are living in
Hagerstown, Maryland.
Michael '89 and Susan Kauer Miller '89
joyfully welcome Stefanie Lynne to their home
in North Royalton, Ohio. Stefanie was born on
November 18, 1993.
Brian '90 and Becky Smith Lancenese '90 announce the birth of
their first son, Michael Thomas, on December 23, 1993. Becky
teaches piano at Kincaid's Music Store, and Brian will finish his
master's program at Wright State University this spring. Norris
'63 and Judy Lachman Smith '63 are the proud grandparents.
Sheri King Zaage '90 and her husband, Scott, are excited to share
the news of their first baby, Karyn Marie, born October 7, 1993.
Sheri and Scott are living in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Sue Nash Duguid '90 and her husband, Rob,
joyfully announce the birth of Thomas James on
September 23, 1993. T.J. keeps Sue busy at
home, while Rob is a research chemist in
Richmond, Virginia. Sue enjoys being musically
involved at their local church.
Ferrol Snyder Rinehart'90 and her husband,
Fred, welcome Alyssa Gale, born October 17,
1993. Alyssa joins big sister Shaela, who was born in August of
1992. Ferrol enjoys taking care of the girls while Fred is finishing
his degree at Cedarville College.
Jeff'91 and Elisa McGraw Kendra '91 share their joy in the
arrival of their firstborn son, Brett Matthew,on May 30, 1993.
While Elisa maintains their home in Englewood, Ohio,Jeff is
employed as a cost analyst at Cadillac-Gage Textron.
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Elsie Kelley Harris '30N went home to be with the Lord on
October 26, 1993. She is survived by her husband Paul. We offer
our prayers and support to her family.
Marthena Smith Tobias'39 passed away on January 6, 1994. She
was born in Springfield, Ohio, on October 11, 1916. After
attending Cedarville College, she was a school teacher in Clark,
Greene, and Perry counties. She enjoyed showing collie dogs as a
hobby. We extend our deepest sympathy to her husband John
Tobias'37 living in Cedarville, Ohio.
Mary Jean Townsley Swaim '41 went to be with the Lord in
December, 1993. She retired as a high school librarian. She also
taught English, history, and physical education in several area
counties. We extend our condolences to her sons, William and Bob
Swaim, and her brother, John Townsley.
Earl Johnson '44N passed away on October 26, 1993. We extend
our deepest sympathy to his loved ones in this time of loss.
Karen Boggs'95N joined her Savior in glory on December 12,
1993, after a year-long battle with leukemia. Karen attended
Cedarville as a business major, and is remembered for her heart for
the lost and love of Christian music. We extend our sympathy to
her parents, her brother, Philip, an engineering major at Cedarville,
and her sister, Joyce (16).

For only the third time in two decades, Cedarville College
cancelled classes and closed offices for a day because of extreme
weather conditions. Eight inches of snow and sub-zero
temperatures on Tuesday, January 18 caused the shut-down. Ohio
officials declared a state of emergency and advised people to stay
indoors and off the slippery roads. Cedarville students enjoyed
their day off, but still had to endure icy walks to the cafeteria for
meals.

CedarNet, the campuswide computer network, recently
received a national award from CAUSE,the
association for managing and using information
technology in higher education. CAUSE stated,
"Cedarville College's network is notable for its
pervasiveness—all dorms and offices are connected—
and its overall impact on the teaching and learning
process and management of the College...." In place
since 1992, CedarNet provides access to the library
catalog, general and course-specific software,
electronic mail, Internet, and many other applications.

Alumni In Medicine, continued from
the Fall 1993 issue...
Chris Adsit'92N
Larry Alfrey '73
Janice Anderson '78
Marla Fuller Anderson '87
Janie Ashby '67
Steve Averitt '89N
Doug Baldwin '88N
Laurie Cooper Barkoskie '89
Wendy Bell '88
Deborah Borleis Breitkruez'88
Lena Burroughs Barker '68N
Gene Bennett'78N
Sue-Ellen Black '87
Annette Bloxham '87
Laure Hancock Bowen '87
Steve Bowlin '79
Jennifer Brandt '90
Judy Cobb Broesder'79
Jennifer Stork Brueilly '84
John Brumbaugh '58
Patricia Adams Bryant'64
Teresa Geiger Burk '85
Karen Mathews Callan '85
Carol Chamberlain '91
Melissa Martin Cline '90
Julie Stitt Coiro '86
Kenneth Cole '70
Barbara Andrews Conley '87N
Rose Nemecek Cox '86
Martha Damon '82
Ed De Lange '78
Pamela Dillon '90N
Chuck Dolph '74
Marc Donawa '89
Diane Doppel '86
David Doud '89
David DuBost'83
Lori Schumm Durling '82N
James Entner '61
Paul Entner'69
Sheryl Martin Fetzer '64
Eric Fillinger '90
Gloria Honaker Fisher '65N
Karol Taylor Flora '73
Heather Fowler '90
Ann Howard Gerber'84
Judy McClintic Gerhardt '66
Sherri Hannay Gerhardt'88
Lisa Gillett '93
Cathy Butler Glenn '76N
Richard Graven '6IN
Shelley Browne Greene '86
Julie Petrie Griffin '65
George Goodwin '92
Victor Guevara'89N
Julie Adams Hamilton '93
Dean Harkness '79
Lynn Bowers Haseltine '90
Deanne Hauser '93
Bill Hauter'92
Joel Hayden '88
Becky Ferrell Hayes '82
Ralph Helm '70
Benjamin Herr '85
Lisa Herroon '89
Rachel Weber Hickemel '76
Laura Maiers Hobbs '88
Karen Wainwright Hogan '80
Vonda Irvin Holly '85N
Gayle Ruggles Hughes '88
Jeanne McCarrell Jackson '88
Jim Jacobs '88
Bill Jaquis '84
Joyce Jobson Jicha '85N
Crystal Starr Johnson '86N
Kathy Jones '90N
Dawn Frey Kaercher '88
Kerry Kendrick '90N
Kelleen Kennedy '91
Frank Klanduch '92
Noelle Watson Lamb '89
David Lindner '84
Gwen Price Lochtefeld '88
David Lord '81
Randy Marriott '85
Jeff Martin '88N
Donna Froehlich Maxwell '90
Debra Leeke McCarey '77
Allen McElroy '92
Jill Mitchell-Kinney '90N
Douglas Moore '90
Christa Metcalfe Morgan '92N
Marilyn Davis Music '71N
Marilyn Nauta '77
Kenneth Nichols '68
Paul Norman '89
Gregory Norden '87
Darlene Rouch Ohrdorf'72N

Optometry Student
Physician
Hospital Administrator
Registered Nurse
Staff Trainer/Supervisor for Human Support & Svcs.
Optometrist
Pharmacist
Allergy Technician
Nurse
Nurse
Visiting Nurse
Senior Hospital Receiving Clerk
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Employed by Lachat Instruments
Medical Information Coordinator
Physician/Post-Doctorate Research
Medical Student
Clinical Case Manager
Social Worker
Professor of Genetics
Social Worker
Nurse
Clinical Instructor
Medical Student
Labor and Delivery Nurse
Homecare Nurse
Physician
Dental Assistant
Nurse
Social & Child Care Worker
Physician
Pharmacist
Professor of Psychology
Medical Student
Dentist
Medical Student
Research Scientist
Physical Therapist
Physician
Psychologist
Geriatric Counselor
Podiatry Student
Nurse
Family Service Counselor
Student of Osteopathic Medicine
Pharmacist
Nurse
Physician's Assistant
Neonatal ICU Nurse
Pharmacist
Physician
Nurse
Activities Director of retirement home
Medical Student, U.S. Army
Optometrist
Medical Student
Podiatrist
Nurse
Nurse
Medical Student
Medical Student
Program Manager for senior citizens center
Social Worker
Psychology Assistant
Nurse
Social Worker
Physician's Assistant
Pharmacist
Homecare Aid
Cardiac Rehabilitation Nurse
Physician's Assistant
Medical Student
Physician
Nurse
Nurse
Nursing Student
Nurse
Dentist
Pharmacist
Medical Student
Registered Nurse
Physician
Social Worker
Social Worker
Emergency Room Physician
Pharmacist
Physician's Assistant
Physician
Medical Student
Mental Retardation Professional
Adoption Social Worker
Optical Technician
Dental Assistant
Physician
Psychology Professor
Vocational Coordinator
Manager for OHM Remediation
Occupational Therapist
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Linda Eberly Page '88
Lois Morrell Parr '75
Laurel Yates Perrigo '90
Virginia Johnson Philips '87
Mark Pinkerton '83
Julie Britsch Purrine '91
Virginia Hochstettler Radcliff'87
Devan Kincaid Riess '77N
Terri Husband Rios '88
Jennifer Henderson Ritchie '88
Jody Hutchison Ross '90
Andy Schwaderer '92
Kim Lash Searles '90
Mark Seher'90
Kimberly Seljan '91
David Shaffer '76
Richard Sharpe '86
Katy Griffin Skillman '69
Allyn Smith '88N
Susan Wilhelm Snider '91
Bonnie Snyder '88
Donette Souder '93
Ralph Sprague '86
Meredith Steiner '88
Jan Willis Stickle '75N
Bill Tanner'76
Jenny Havens Tate '89
Shawn Taylor '80
Bill Thomas '84
Virginia Starr Thomson '58N
Carol Carr Thompson '76N
Phillip Thornton '85N
Marsha McNeish Tilton '84
Carol Wenner Timmons'67N
Barbara Wells '89
Becky Williams '72
Casey Williams'90
Sally Compton Wilson '89
Cheryl Ortloff Workman '89
Ronda Heise Van Hook '88
Dawn Hamilton Yager'83
Sharon Yoder'92
David Zehrung '87
Jeff Zwart'93

Nurse
Counselor for Abused Children
Graduate Student/Clinical Nurse Specialist
Asst. Director of Geriatric Programs
Physician
Staff Nurse
Neonatal Intensive Care Nurse
Dental Assistant
Nurse/Manager
Teacher for United Cerebral Palsy
Medical Student
Medical Student
Pediatric Nurse
Medical Student
Nurse
Occupational Therapist
Physician
Clinic Director
Chiropractor
Staff Nurse
Optometrist
Nurse
Child & Family Therapist
Medical Student
Therapist
Youth Services
Residential Specialist
Physician
Family Therapist
Social Worker
Pharmacist
Pharmacist
Plan Coordinator
Counselor
Optometrist
Foster Care Counselor
Dentist
Social Worker
Physician/Residency
Montgomery Board for Mentally Retarded
Volunteer Services Director
Medical Student
Case Manager
Medical Student

In this and the Fall 1993 issue, the Alumni Office has attempted to include all alumni who
are involved in medical professions. If you have not been included in either list, or the
printed information is incorrect, please contact the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566,so that
we may update our records and maintain current and accurate information on all our
alumni. Thank you for your cooperation in this endeavor.

Focus ON THE
FIELD
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During the Christmas season, the 1993 Cultural Christmas Tree was on display in the James T.
Jeremiah Chapel to encourage students to pray for alumni in a variety of cultural settings. Ornaments
from all over the world were received from over 40 alumni. Below are descriptions of additional
ornaments received after the printing of the Winter 1993 issue.
Verne '55 and Helen Collins Kirby '69 sent a wooden scene of a Hawaiian home set among the palm
trees. The Kirbys are in Hawaii with Baptist Mid-Missions.
Ray '59 and Jan Van Horn Reiner '66 are serving with Baptist Mid-Missions outside Manaus,
Brazil. Their ornament is a hand-painted fish scale, depicting a Brazilian home along the Amazon
River. The scale is from the largest fresh-water fish in the world, the pirarucu, which inhabits the
Amazon River and measures about 7-8 feet in length. Their son, Daniel, is a senior international
studies/global economics major at Cedarville College.
Larry '60 and Beverly Smith sent a pewter carving of a loon in a wreath of holly. The loon is the
provincial bird of Ontario, and is also pictured on the Canadian $1 coin. The Smiths ministered in
church planting and Christian higher education in Santiago, Chile, for nearly twenty years. They are
now working in Ontario, Canada, where Larry is the missions professor at Heritage Baptist College
and Theological Seminary. Larry and Bev have a ministry with Hispanics in the city, as well.
Joe '68 and Sharon Tallman Hollaway '68 are awaiting approval for visas to Australia, where they
will be involved in church planting. They spent many years of ministry in New Zealand before God
redirected their steps. The Hollaways have three daughters—Mary '93, Debbie, a freshman at
Cedarville College, and Karen (16). The ornament is a pair of Australian dried nutshells decorated
with red and green ribbon.
John '68 and Faye Rueck sent candies wrapped in colored paper, which fill the Christmas trees in
Hungary. The Ruecks are in Hungary for a one-year term, but hope to return. There is a desire for
God's Word in Hungary, but a tragic openness to the cults, as well.
Ruth Teed Finch '76 and her husband, Frank, have a ministry in The Philippines centering around
Palawan Baptist Hospital, where Frank is a physician's assistant. They are also involved in a churchplanting project in the small town of Pagdanan. They have four children, ages 3 to 11. The Filipino
ornaments are a hand-cut bamboo star and a hand-crafted scene with an ox pulling a cart.
Becky Selden Kuhn '78 and her husband, Gary '83H,sent a miniature straw fan, decorated with red
roses and green ribbon. This fan was made by Manila's urban poor as an outreach ministry of
International Teams Philippines.
Dan '80 and Donna Standridge are serving with UFM International in Italy, establishing churches in
the Milan area. Through biblical counseling, conferences and seminars, and radio and TV
appearances, they are reaching a target area of over a million people. A wooden Pinocchio, the main
character of a famous children's story written by Italian Carlo Collodi in 1883, is the ornament which
symbolizes Italy.
David '80 and Beth Anne Payne Standridge '81 are serving the Lord in Rome,Italy. The ornament
from Italy is a miniature of the Roman Coliseum.
Ron '82 and Linda Hobar are serving with Athletes in Action Baseball in Orlando, Florida. A
miniature leather baseball glove with a globe attached represents sharing Christ around the world
through the platform of baseball. This is accomplished through summer projects abroad, local camps
and clinics, Christian fantasy camp, men's conferences, and much more. While Ron is the director of
AIA Baseball, Linda is home-schooling their three children and discipling other AIA wives.
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STUdiES PROgRAM

Get a head start on a college education!

Complete a college course in just three weeks!

•Earn up to six college credits!
•Enjoy special activities such as barbecues, an outdoor
drama production, sports, and a trip to Kings Island
amusement park!
Meet Christians and make new friends!

Who is EliqiblE?
Christian juniors in high school (1995 graduates) with a 3.0(B)
grade point average or higher
WhAT dOES IT COSI?
Only $126 per credit for tuition (books and lab fees extra) and
$325 for room, board, and activities
Wh EN ARE CIASSES?
June 13 through July 2, 1994

How

TO Apply:
1-800-CEDARVILLE
Call
We will send you an application. But hurry! We need your
completed application by May 1. Class size is limited.
Sons and daughters of Cedarville graduates may receive a $630
scholarship!
ChOOSE FROM ThESE COURSES:
The Christian Life
4 credits
Introduction to Computers
2 credits
Introduction to Dramatic Arts 3 credits
Beginning Tennis
I credit
Major American Authors
5 credits
Earth and Space Science
5 credits

7
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All of these courses except Introduction to Computers satisfy
general education requirements at Cedarville.
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